In the next issue:

**PAR BLUE CAIQUE**

*(Pionites melanocephala)*

By Jade Welch
NEW LOOK COMING SOON

Visit www.hari.ca for expert advice on Parrot care based on 30 years of research.

TROPICAN®
Nutrition to last a lifetime
Our premium formulas have been designed for all life cycles of companion Parrots, from a newly hatched baby chick to an active and energized adult all the way to a mature senior.

TROPIMIX®
100% edible blend; free of husks and shells
A multi-grain variety with tasty fruits, vegetables, legumes and nuts with the added benefit of Tropican.

HARI (Hagen Avicultural Research Institute) was established in 1985 and continues to evolve into a world class Psittacine captive breeding, nutrition and research facility. HARI represents, recognizes and supports all legs of avian community to include responsible breeders, avicultural, veterinarians, rescue and adoption facilities, as well as wild parrot conservation on a global level.

HARI remains involved throughout the entire production process of all Tropican and Tropimix formulas, and is trusted by worldwide veterinarians.
Who’s Protecting You & Your Animal Enterprise?

The Cavalry Group protects its members by providing 24/7 access to legal defense.

- The Cavalry Group protects its members against illegal search and seizure and false claims of animal abuse.
- The Cavalry Group protects its members and their business from unlawful attacks by animal rights extremists.
- The Cavalry Group protects its members’ rights to own animals and operate animal oriented businesses.
- The Cavalry Group defends against government agencies implementing rules and regulations inconsistent with the law and the over reach of power at the local, state, and federal levels.
- The Cavalry Group promotes our members’ interests through media, public relations, and campaigns, as well as lobbying at the federal level.
- The Cavalry Group is lobbying against all HSUS legislative actions at the federal level.

From Cavalry Group members...

“Anyone who makes their living with animals needs to join The Cavalry Group for an affordable peace of mind.” P.M.

“With the animal rights groups working to hurt the pet breeding industry, I’m glad to know I can call The Cavalry Group for help if I need it.” J.G.


The CAVALRY GROUP
www.TheCavalryGroup.com
Phone: 855-748-4210